EARNING
AT THE WILSON

THE WILSON OUT
IN SCHOOL
OUTREACH VISITS
Many of our workshops can be brought out to school – please ask for details,
from £110 per class.

MUSEUM TAKEAWAY
Our Takeaway Loans Service brings the museum to you, by offering access to
thousands of handling items in themed boxes, from a multitude of eras and
cultures and including natural history and taxidermy.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION IS JUST £60 +VAT
DOWNLOAD THE TAKEAWAY LOANS SERVICE BROCHURE DIRECT FROM
THE LEARN PAGE OF OUR WEBSITE: www.cheltenhammuseum.org.uk.

CPD & INSET SESSIONS
Termly Twilight CPD Programme for Teachers: Join us for an opportunity to
develop your artistic skills to use back in the classroom. Places are limited, so
booking is advised. Please email for more details and dates, or to find out more
about INSET sessions for schools, tailored to your requirements.

PLEASE CONTACT US WITH ANY QUERIES:
learning@cheltenhamtrust.org.uk
www.cheltenhammuseum.org.uk

DISCOVER EXPLORE BE CURIOUS

THE WILSON
LEARNING PROGRAMME
FOR SCHOOLS
The Wilson Art Gallery & Museum is a feast of inspiration for schools;
explore the wonderful collection of art and artefacts, telling stories
of the history and culture of our local area.

WORKSHOPS
With a dedicated education room - the Foyle Learning Centre - the Learning
Team offers a variety of art & history school workshops, for Key Stages 1 & 2.
Key Stage 3+ can also get involved, particularly through art workshops inspired
by the collections or current exhibitions.

VICTORIAN LIFE: LOCAL HISTORY

Explore the life of a Victorian, with an experience of rural and domestic items,
childhood and costume. Even have a go at doing the laundry!

HISTORY OF CHELTENHAM: LOCAL HISTORY

Our workshops are a great opportunity for schools to use original artefacts in
hands-on investigations that develop an understanding of chronology and bring
history to life. In line with the National Curriculum, we offer history-based workshops
across all eras, from the Stone Age up to World War II: our art workshops promote
and inspire creativity whilst developing specific skills. Imaginations will be stimulated,
vocabulary developed and cross-curricular and creative skills challenged.

Consider the fascinating history of our local town, from early days, to the Regency
spa town boom and beyond, including a closer look at artefacts and costume.

WORKSHOPS ON OFFER

FESTIVAL FUN: R.E.; SMSC

Most workshops last approximately 2 hours, but why not book an Extra Art!
workshop, which adds on more themed art, to enhance the history topic, such as
watercolours with Edward Wilson?

KEY STAGE 1:
FABULOUS & FAMOUS: HISTORY; LIVES OF SIGNIFICANT INDIVIDUALS
Visit The Wilson to enhance your historical study of a ‘significant individual’, with
an exploration of artefacts from their era, to ignite the children’s curiosity through
hands-on historical activities.

INSPIRING ASIA: GEOGRAPHY; SMSC

Contrasting cultures inspired the creation of the new WOW Gallery –
discover more about India or China, with stories, dressing up, geographical facts,
artefact-handling and cultural craft to inspire and educate.

INVESTIGATING TOYS: CHANGES IN LIVING MEMORY; SCIENCE

MUSEUM MAGIC: HISTORICAL ENQUIRY

What happens behind the scenes at the museum and who looks after the huge
collection of historic objects? Learn about being a curator, how the objects are
cared for and try your hand at observational drawing.
Discover more about the celebrations of either Chinese New Year or Diwali,
with dressing up, cultural artefact handling and art activities.

LOOKING AT PAINTINGS OR SCULPTURE: ART & DESIGN

Visit the galleries to be inspired by the fine art collection, then continue with a
practical workshop to explore different techniques and skills, whether it be with
paint or plaster, in 2D or 3D.

ARTS & CRAFTS MOVEMENT: ART & DESIGN; LOCAL HISTORY

The Wilson hosts a world famous collection of Arts & Crafts – explore the gallery,
the materials chosen by the artists and the techniques used by such
an influential group.

PAINTING POETRY: ENGLISH

Learn to paint with words in a creative writing workshop, using artwork from
the collections as inspiration.

Hands-on investigation into the changes in toys over the eras – an extremely interactive
session, looking at different materials as well as the way forces help toys work.

KEY STAGE 1 & 2:

KEY STAGE 2:

Discover all about the life and adventures of Cheltenham’s Antarctic hero,
doctor and artist; including object handling, dressing-up and visits to the
galleries to view his original watercolours.

STONE AGE SECRETS: EARLY HISTORY; ART & DESIGN

Investigate the life of a Stone Age family, discovering authentic archaeological
treasures, exploring the galleries and creating Stone Age art.

ANGLO-SAXON GLOUCESTERSHIRE: EARLY HISTORY;
LOCAL HISTORY; ART & DESIGN

Learn about local Anglo-Saxon life, unearth hidden artefacts, write in Runes,
play games and be creative with Anglo-Saxon art.

EDWARD WILSON, ANTARCTIC EXPLORER: LOCAL HISTORY;
LIVES OF SIGNIFICANT INDIVIDUALS

USEFUL WORKSHOP INFO:
COST: From £80 per class (approx. 30); £100 for Extra Art to cover materials.
TIM ES: Workshops can start from 9.30am and last 2-3 hours.
BOOKIN G : Please email learning@cheltenhamtrust.org.uk,
for any queries or to book.

